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The story of Sudoku Zenkai is about the day Senpai gave me the wonderful project, after finding my
Sudoku Zenshoku(an older man in Kyoto about 100 years old) a couple of years ago. I found many
sentences from "My Father's Diaries" in his match box which he hid long ago. After many tedious
days of studying, I finally made up my mind to create my very first proper and full-length original

story, with dialogues and voice acting. In fact, the voice acting was not just used for effect, but was a
very important portion of the story. In that way, I hope that you can learn not only about Sudoku

Zenkai, but also the story behind it. Have fun playing! Ono's ZENKAI is a rhythm action game for the
PlayStation Vita, with a goal to make a game which most gamers have not played before, by making

something with ease of play, easy-to-control rhythm action. InTOYZEN is a task game. Think
"STRAWBERRY PI" game. Rules: Reduce the number of rays of this labyrinth, it will be release

because a special program before the game, So don't guess, don't use your brain, think like a robot
and choose the minimum from the ray. But the number of rays that can be chosen is really small.
Don't let your little child pick the ray by itself. Then we will send one three-star magazine to you.

Don't let your dog or cat pick a ray by itself. When you choose the maximum ray, let yourself know
by answering a phone call or the door bell, we will send a $300 prize to your mailbox. You can earn

your prize by completing all three stars. Good luck and have fun. Lunar is a solitaire word game,
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where we use a modified version of the matrix of games: You can also play with a standard deck of
cards, or even a deck from a real game! To play the game, you need to solve a puzzle with
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Features Key:
This lightweight, simple, and extremely performant pixel-art platform game in which all your moves

must be made thinking sideways.
Dungeons & Dragons like game mechanics

Simple to learn, hard to master.
Color coded allies & enemies

Range-based magic
Shields to soak damage

Health that regenerates when not under attack
Various enemies and obstacles
Minigames and hidden items

Translucent backgrounds
Randomized monsters

More than 16 different worlds
Save & load

Easy to learn, hard to master

   Features:

1. One of the easiest platformer to learn with challenging more than 16 levels!
2. Solve Puzzles, Grab Achievements, Win Coins and Credits, and Climb Walls!
3. Play on a variety of platforms: Android, iOS, Windows Phone, Windows.
4. 20 unique environments
5. Color coded ally & enemy
6. Range-based magic
7. Select 3 spell types: Fire, Lightning, Water
8. Ground, Wall & Air Allies
9. 10 health potions

10. 5 artifacts that have various powers
11. 2 weapons: Swords, Bolt & Mace
12. 3 wizards- 4th, 5th and 6th
13. Goblins, Captain, Skeletons, Cyclops, Fire Fang
14. Ranged enemies will come to fight you
15. 1-3 enemies at a time
16. Offense & defense abilities
17. 8 magic shops - 9th and 10th!
18. 10 Minigames
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